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Abstract 

This work aims at assessing the effect of the stacking sequence of hybrid laminates on 

the 3D void formation through a statistical approach. For that purpose, a three-

dimensional microstructure is created from multiple two-dimensional microscopy 

images. Weibull approach shows a poorer fit for carbon fiber composite, while the 

presence of glass fiber creates a homogenization in porosity variation, also treated by 

ANOVA. The present methodology enables the prediction of void volume fraction in 

different carbon/glass preform ratios and stacking sequence along the laminate length and 

through-thickness. The low glass fiber ratio decreases the void content, homogenized 

porosity distribution along laminate length, and thickness, mainly for glass fiber preforms 

located in the middle of the laminate. These results confirm that the uniformity of void 

content throughout the composite can be improved by altering the stacking sequence and 

ratio of glass to carbon fiber preforms. This methodology can be extended to any 

composite manufacturing process. 
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1. Introduction 

The presence of a second reinforcement in a polymeric matrix characterizes the most 

typical type of hybrid fiber-reinforced composite [1], which may be cheap whilst effective 

from the mechanical behavior point of view given the synergetic behavior of the hybrid 

system [2–5]. The combination of glass and carbon fibers in a polymeric system can 

reduce the final material cost due to the high price of carbon fibers [3,6]. Another 

traditional issue of composite structures is their brittle behavior, which inevitably 

provides sudden and catastrophic failure with an insufficient warning and low residual 

load-carrying capacity. In addition, a carbon/glass reinforced polymer hybrid composite 

can represent a reduction in terms of CO2 emission, given the less usage of carbon fibers 

[1,7] since it is originated from fossil fuels [1].  

Nonetheless, carbon and glass fibers have distinct microstructures, namely: fiber 

diameter, architecture, and areal weight of their respective fabrics, which may influence 

the resin impregnation process during manufacturing the composite [7,8]. The resin flow 

during composite processing through both reinforcements can directly affect the void 

content/position/morphology, and hence the final quality of the laminate [9–11], in which 

the understanding of void formation is vital to understand the mechanical response of the 

laminate properly. 

Porosity (i.e., void) is a detrimental defect that arises from the manufacturing process, 

and it may play a major role in the mechanical performance of structural composites 

[12,13]. As an example, porosity may decrease both the static and fatigue strength of the 

composite [13–15]. Besides, the porosity effect is usually disregarded in the majority of 

studies, in which the interface is considered perfect and free of voids. In addition to the 

detrimental impact of void content, void morphology can also have some influence, and 

this feature is even less exploited than the void content itself. Hamidi et al. [16] 

demonstrated that the void morphology might have even more influence on the 

mechanical behavior on composite laminates than the void content, considering that 

different morphologies could result in distinct stress concentrators. Considering that a 

fiber-reinforced structural laminate is composed of several plies and that the voids are 

randomly generated along within the three directions, a proper evaluation of void effects 

must take into account the three directions. Thus, a 3D porosity assessment is required, 

especially regarding its shape, since depending on the 2D angle of observation, the void 

may have a distinct shape than the real one, which can only be observed three-

dimensionally [13,16,17]. 
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Porosity measurement usually shows a high variation across the laminate length and 

thickness [18,19]. Even using sophisticated techniques for void measurement (e.g., 

optical microscopy [20], scanning electron microscopy [21], and microscopic computed 

tomography [17,22]), its data variation is challenging given the lack of post-processing 

method to take all effects into account. For reliable analyzes of the measurements, 

statistical approaches are a feasible way to describe porosity formation since it can reduce 

the variation according to the reliability level and analyze the variance meaningfully 

[23,24] instead of merely using deterministic methodologies. 

Reports dealing with a reliability analysis based on a minimum number of 

experiments required to enhance the reinforcement content having a homogenized pore 

characterization (i.e., morphology, location, and content), and quantifying the 

contribution of each fiber on the porosity characteristics, have not been found in the 

literature. Moreover, elliptical and cylindrical porosity shapes can only be appropriately 

identified in 3D images, not addressed so far in the literature. Hence, this technique can 

be extended to any type of manufacturing process, allowing optimizing the processing 

parameters for any composite laminate. 

Aiming at fulfilling this gap, this work proposes a methodology to unveil the role of 

voids in carbon/glass fiber-reinforced laminates manufactured via resin transfer molding 

(RTM) manufacturing process. Porosity content, morphology, and location were 

measured through 3D optical microscopies and further treated through statistical 

methods, namely: analysis of variance (ANOVA), normal distribution, and Weibull 

analysis for variance analysis and reliability determination; and response surface 

methodology (RSM) for the tendency of void formation. 

 

2. Experimental details 

2.1. Materials and processing parameters 

Table 1 presents the stacking sequence, fiber volume fraction, and epoxy system of 

the composites used in this study. Non-hybrid laminates are referred as CFC (carbon fiber 

reinforced composite) and GFC (glass fiber reinforced composite). Two different hybrid 

composites are manufactured: H-S1 (interleaving fabric stacking sequence), and H-S2 

(glass fiber located in the middle of the laminate). The use of both stacking sequences 

proposed is to create the maximum number of the hybrid interface (i.e., interleaved 

stacking sequence) and minimum one (glass fiber concentrated in the middle), keeping 

the symmetry according to the classical lamination theory [25]. 
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Table 1. Details for the hybrid composites herein studied. 

Nomenclature *Fiber volume fraction (%) Stacking sequence 

CFC 53.91 [(0/90)(90/0)]7𝑆
𝐶  

GFC 55.53 [(0/90)(90/0)]7𝑠
𝐺  

H-S1 52.55 [(0/90)1
𝐶(90/0)1

𝐺]7𝑠 

H-S2 52.55 [(0/90)4𝑆
𝐶 (0/90)3𝑠

𝐺 ]𝑠 

*Calculated following [23],  C – carbon fiber fabric, and G – glass fiber fabric. 

 

The composites are processed using: PRISM EP2400 epoxy resin (from Cytec, 

Solvay group); glass fiber non-crimp fabric (0/90), from Barracuda C-0900; and carbon 

fiber plain weave fabric, from Hexcel AS4-GP. The carbon/glass fiber ratio for hybrid 

laminates was 50% (v/v). The dimensions of the laminates are 420 × 300 × 3 mm3. The 

composites are processed by RTM using a Radius 2100cc injector with an injection 

pressure of 0.25 MPa at 120 °C. The curing parameters are 180 °C for 120 min, following 

isothermal differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) – see supplementary material. The 

processing parameters ensure a capillary number between 0.025 – 0.0025 to generate 

voids as low as possible [15,26]. The improvement of the capillary setting is performed 

through permeability tests following Darcy’s law, following an earlier study using the 

same epoxy system (see supplementary material). 

The permeability analysis follows the same parameters as the aforementioned epoxy 

resin. Glycerin and distilled water are used to ensure 100 mPa∙s of viscosity. The images 

of the test (see supplementary material) are used to measure the impregnation behavior. 

 

2.2. Porosity characterization 

Porosity measurement is carried out on the cross-sectional area of the specimen, i.e., 

through-thickness, using an Axio Imager∙Z2m optical microscope, for more details refer 

to Ref [15]. A typical porosity characterization is depicted in Figure 1. According to the 

Abbe concept [27] and the applied magnification (objective of Zeiss, epiplan – neofluar 

200× with a numerical aperture of 0.9), the theoretical lateral resolution of the studied 

images is 490 nm. 
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Figure 1. Porosity measurement procedures: a) composite section image, b) porosity with 

threshold, c) 2D porosity, and d) 3D porosity. 

 

Following each layer removal, surface images at different layers through-thickness 

are captured. The polishing steps and obtained surface images methodology details can 

be found in Ref [15]. Each specimen dimensions were 3 × 15 × 3 mm3. Dividing the width 

in each 10-micron layer removed results in 3,000 images analyzed per specimen. The 

dimension ensures the same thickness, providing equal analysis between thickness and 

specimen width. The 2D-images are stacked within 10-micron spacing between each 

other, aiming to ensure greater proximity to 3D reality. By removing both resin and fiber 

from the images and maintaining only voids, the images remain on their original size ≈0.4 

× 0.4 mm2 (black color for pores and white color for the rest). Therefore, the pores are 

aligned from the outline of the original image dimension. Besides, different positions are 

analyzed along the laminate length (10, 200, and 400 mm along the laminate length), in 

which five specimens for each area were used for the porosity measurement. 

 

2.3. The statistical distribution of void variation  

ANOVA method is applied to perform a variance analysis of the porosity results, as 

well as the quantification of different types of reinforcements on the void formation. The 

single factor methodology with repetition was used for a comparison of the influence of 

parameters on the response [23]. A normal distribution is also performed to measure the 

void content distribution for each laminate. Moreover, a Weibull distribution is applied 

to reduce the porosity variance in values with reliable levels. 

In order to measure the reliability level of the data, a Weibull model (Eqs. (1,2)) is 

employed; The variable x represents the measurement porosity; β is the shape parameter 
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– whether the distribution tends to exponential (β = 1) or polynomial (β > 1); α is the 

scale parameter – associated to the porosity value scale measured; and F(x) is the density 

probability that describes the relative probability of the porosity variable taking a given 

value, directly proportional to the reliability level (R(x) = 1−F(x)). 

𝐹(𝑥) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−(𝑥
𝛼⁄ )]𝛽 (1) 

ln (ln (1
𝑅(𝑥)⁄ )) = 𝛽 · ln(𝑥) + 𝛽 · ln(𝛼) 

(2) 

2.4. Void distribution: response surface 

For predicting different behaviors of void formation in the hybrid laminates, the 

response surface methodology (RSM) is applied (Eq. (3)) to describe the interaction 

among the combination of different void fractions in the hybrid composites and the void 

formation (morphology and position through-thickness and laminate length). This section 

aims to reduce the number of experiments required for the porosity prediction in different 

hybrid laminates, ensuring low cost and experimental time and keeping statistical 

relevance [23,28]. For a better forecast with small error, the maximum, medium, and 

minimum levels are selected, as explained in the supplementary material.  

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑖
2

𝑘

𝑖=1

+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗

𝑘

𝑗=1

𝑥𝑗 +  ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑗
2

𝑘

𝑗=1

 + ∑    

𝑘−1

𝑖=1

 ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗

𝑘

𝑗=𝑖

+ 𝑒 (3) 

where, Y represents the predicted response (i.e., void content – Vc (%),  or diameter size 

fraction – Df (%)), xi and xj are parameter variations – xi represents the 𝑥-axis (fraction of 

individual reinforcement type – Rf) and xj is the 𝑦-axis (diameter size – Ds (μm); laminate 

length – L (mm); thickness – t (mm)), β0 is the constant coefficient; βi is the linear 

coefficient; βij is the interaction coefficient; and e the error (random in nature), which 

considers the variation observed in the response variable. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Preform properties 

The impregnation behavior, which is also responsible for void formation, is presented 

in Table 2. The combination of lower fiber volume fraction with intermediate tortuosity 

[7] creates lower preform resistance to the flow for hybrid composites, resulting in higher 

flow velocity and permeability than non-hybrid composites. Carbon fiber preform 

presents higher resistance to flow compared to glass fiber preform due to their smaller 

fiber diameter, which allows higher fabric compaction, resulting in larger tortuosity to the 

flow and greater difficulty to the impregnation flow [7]. Likewise, glass fiber preforms 
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present higher fiber diameter, which makes the reinforcement compaction more difficult, 

creating larger spaces between adjacent fibers. The areas formed between glass fibers 

create a natural flow path with less tortuosity way. Thus, the combination of both 

reinforcements provides a synergetic impregnation behavior. The variation in the 

impregnation behavior is covered in the next sections through the porosity 

characterization. 

A lower flow velocity generates macroporosity in the intertow due to the capillary 

force governing the impregnation flow. Nonetheless, microporosity formed in the 

intratow due to the viscous force dominance [29,30]. Following Table 2 data, it is possible 

to understand the void formation, as well as respective position into the laminate.  

Table 2. Preform impregnation characteristics. 

Specimen Resistance rate 
Flow velocity 

(×10-4 m∙s-1) 

Average 

Permeability 

(×10-10 m²) 

CFC 1.20 3.29 0.62 ± 0.6 

GFC 1.16 13.76 2.57 ± 0.2 

H-S1 1.35 18.07 3.38 ± 0.4 

H-S2 1.12 19.20  3.59 ± 0.2 

 

3.2. Porosity characterization 

In this section, the 3D porosity is treated by ANOVA to measure the variance and it 

shows how the values deviate from the average. The average and deviation values of 

porosity show the importance of checking if there is a significant difference between the 

averages and if the reinforcement type influences the void content. Hence, reliable 

predictions and tendencies of void formation with more realistic values can be obtained, 

even with high standard deviation. When the standard deviation of porosity results is high, 

the comparison of effects may not be reliable, therefore, the importance of applying 

variance analysis as well as determining the reliability of the results. 

Figure 2a exhibits porosity values for all samples of this study. CFC presents the 

highest void content (3.73% ± 0.83), confirming the difficulty to impregnate the entire 

carbon fiber preform. GFC exhibits the lowest void content (0.94% ± 0.01). As can be 

clearly seen, the addition of glass fiber into carbon fiber decreases the void content. GFC 

laminate impregnation ensures a decrease in the void formation and lower standard 

deviation, indicating a greater homogeneity of pore distribution along the plate with less 
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deviation. Now evaluating the hybrid systems, H-S2 shows void formation lower than H-

S1, indicating that when glass performs are positioned in the middle of composite, a lower 

void formation and higher homogeneity is obtained. 

Figure 2b shows the local porosity in each component of the system (i.e., carbon fiber 

intratow, glass fiber intratow, and intertow). The variance observed in CFC (Fig. 2a) is 

mostly influenced by the difficulty of impregnation inside the carbon fabric tow, 

generating higher variation than porosity in the intertow system. GFC exhibits nearly the 

same porosity between inter and intratow, evidencing a balanced void distribution. In 

other words, larger spaces between glass fibers facilitate the impregnation flow. 

 

Figure 2. ANOVA of porosity: a) whole composite and b) local porosity at each component of 

the hybrid system. 

 

The interleaved hybrid stacking sequence (H-S1) shows higher void content in the 

reinforcement tow than in the intertow, indicating a similar impregnation to the carbon 

fiber laminate. Even with the addition of glass fiber, H-S1 laminate shows high void 

content (3.08% ± 0.12); however, H-S1 presents mean value and variance value of 17% 

and 85%, respectively, lower than CFC, whereas H-S2 shows average and variance value 

40% and 92%, respectively, lower than CFC specimen. The concentration of glass fiber 

in the middle of the laminate (H-S2) decreases the porosity in the composite. H-S2 keeps 

the same void formation behavior in intertow and glass fiber intratow components as a 

result shown for GFC, evidencing a balanced void distribution and low variance. H-S2 

specimen also keeps similar tendencies observed in non-hybrid laminates with the 

advantage to have less carbon fiber in its stacking sequence, whereas H-S1 shows 

intermediate porosity compared to non-hybrid composites, without significant reduction 

of porosity (compared with H-S2). H-S2 presents a reduction of porosity in terms of 

average and variance of 27% and 50%, respectively, compared to H-S1. 

The carbon fiber composite shows a high intratow pore formation, even with the lower 

flow velocity. For a greater balance of inter and intratow porosity distribution for carbon 
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fiber preforms, an adjustment of flow velocity could be necessary. On the other hand, the 

presence of fiberglass is a viable substitute to produce laminate with higher quality (lower 

void content), without the need to adjust the injection procedure. 

Figure 3 shows the normal distribution of porosity for each laminate. Figure 3a shows 

the results for all laminates (further results in supplementary material). The void 

distribution for CFC has a larger normal distribution and lower peak of density, associated 

with a higher standard deviation of the results. There is a trend in decreasing increasing 

the peak frequency to lower pore values following this order: CFC > H-S1 > H-S2 > GFC.  

This behavior confirms the higher tendency for void formation in CFC, the lower trend 

for GFC, and intermediate behavior for both hybrid laminates, in which porosity 

formation in H-S2 is more prone to have lower porosity values with lower deviation, 

compared to CFC.  

Figure 3 (c) shows the normalized void distribution of standard normal distribution, 

in which it is possible to observe the probability density range and peak. The same 

tendency order is also found for each curve width (the opening of the normal curve): CFC 

> H-S1 > H-S2 > GFC, which is associate with the variance of void content for each 

laminate. 

 

Figure 3. Normal porosity distribution for: a) histogram, b) normal distribution. 

 

Using ANOVA, it is also possible to measure the percentage of contribution (PC) of 

each material in the void formation. Porosity tends to be formed mainly in carbon fiber 
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intratow with 53.90% of PC, compared with the intertow (26.20 %) and glass fiber 

intratow (19.80%). Thus, the addition of glass fiber is a feasible solution to reduce 

porosity, since the space between reinforcement allows an easier flow path compared to 

carbon fiber preform. 

For a better understanding of the variation of the results, ANOVA is applied with the 

𝑓-test method aiming at evaluating the variation of results for the same material and 

different composites. The highest F value indicates the relation with the most influence 

on the response. For that case, the variance in the results (reinforcement type in Table 3) 

suggests that the deviation among the families of specimens has more impact than the 

intrinsic variation for the same material. This is confirmed with a p-value lower than 0.05, 

which keeps the confidence within 95% and the F value higher than Fcritical. Furthermore, 

PC value confirms that the intrinsic variation only contributes with 4.28% of porosity 

results; meanwhile, the difference among laminate types shows 86.50% of the 

contribution. This analysis confirms that void formation is more influenced by 

reinforcement type, also regarding the high standard deviation of the specimens. 

Table 3. ANOVA results. 

 F p-value Fcritical PC 

Specimen intrinsic variation 1.39 0.03 5.14 4.28% 

Reinforcement type 18.75 0.01 4.75 86.50% 

 

Regarding void deviation, the Weibull method is applied to reduce the variation in 

reliability level versus porosity (Figure 4) [31]. Dashed lines indicate the curve predicted 

via Weibull analysis, and dots are experimental replications to confirm the procedure. 

The slope of the curve indicates more variation in porosity as a function of reliability, a 

result of a greater porosity divergence values (more significant variance). CFC specimen 

presents a more pronounced curvature, which is due to the significant variance of the 

results. As a consequence, experimental results show a poorer fit for the CFC Weibull 

curve. The presence of glass fiber creates a homogenization in porosity variation, showing 

an appropriate fit between the Weibull model and experimental data. Considering that 

ANOVA shows how relevant the porosity analysis is between different composites, any 

value above 20% of reliability confirms that the CFC has more porosity, followed by H-

S1, H-S2, and GFC. When considering 90% of reliability, CFC presents 5.12% of void 

content, GFC = 1.10%, H-S1 = 3.54%, and H-S2 = 2.58%. 
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Figure 4. Porosity Weibull distribution versus reliability: CFC; CFV; H-S1; and H-S2. 

 

3.3. Morphology characterization 

The understanding of morphology of voids is an essential means to characterize the 

composite properties, considering that void morphology describes void size and shape 

[16]. The 3D method herein employed ensures proper quantification for measuring 

morphology. Figure 5 shows 2D and 3D porosity of elliptical and cylindrical shapes. It is 

difficult to provide the real shape of void in 2D images (Figures 5a,c) since both images 

have similar formats. Only in 3D images (Figures 5b,d), through sectioned images, it is 

possible to guarantee their real shapes, either elliptical or cylindrical. 

Figure 6 shows the porosity frequency by number (number of times that pores appear 

with a specific format) and by volume (frequency of total volume). The void format was 

measured by the diameter equation, found in reference [32,33]. 

 

Figure 5. Porosity morphology: a) 2D elliptical, b) 3D elliptical, c) 2D cylindrical and d) 3D 

cylindrical. 
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Circular porosity shape has the highest frequency, and the second was elliptical for 

CFC and H-S1, which indicates that the interleaved hybrid stacking sequence keeps both 

void content and morphology similar to CFC, as a result of the difficulty to impregnate 

both preforms. On the other hand, elliptical porosity appearance is more pronounced in 

GFC and H-S2 specimens, which can be attributed to higher circular void movement 

resulting from easier flow path (mainly through glass fibers), causing the coalescence of 

circular voids or the inclination and flattening of porosity due to shear resulted from 

infusion pressure [15]. The coalescence of circular porosity could increase void volume, 

which occupies higher space and tend to be detrimental for mechanical behavior [16]. 

Cylindrical voids, mainly found in intra-tow and glass fiber stitching, and irregular 

porosity shows insignificant frequency. 

Porosity analysis by the number of appearances or volume is vital because even voids 

with low frequency in number can occupy larger spaces and cause significant damage, 

such as premature fatigue fracture, crack initiation and growth, delamination, and 

decrease of mechanical strength [34,35]. For that purpose, Hamidi et al. [16] established 

small voids as being lower than 50 µm diameter, medium voids in the range of 50–100 

µm, and large pores greater than 100 µm diameter. As a matter of fact, the frequency of 

porosity shape by volume demonstrates a more accurate assessment, as pores with more 

complex morphologies usually occupy a larger volume. Therefore, the balance analysis 

between porosity number and volume frequency must be evaluated, to predict the most 

realistic influence of void in specific properties analysis. 

 

Figure 6. Void shape distribution frequency by number and volume. 

 

Figure 7 exhibits frequency volume and number of diameters (number of diameters 

with the same size). All laminates present the highest frequency of porosity in the range 
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of 20–40 µm and an insignificant amount of pores higher than 70 µm. Meanwhile, for 

CFC, the volume frequency shows that medium and larger porosity present stronger 

influence (since they represent the highest volume), and the highest range is displaced to 

the range of 30-50 µm. Similar behavior occurs with GFC, H-S1, and H-S2, in which 

medium and larger porosities show higher frequency when the volume is considered. For 

volume frequency analysis, the highest value is displaced for 50-60 µm (i.e., medium 

pores) for GFC, H-S1, and H-S2. 

Still evaluating Figure 7, CFC reveals a stronger influence of small porosity, 

considering the difficulty of impregnation in the small spaces among fibers tows. Similar 

behavior is found for GFC composite. However, the presence of medium and larger 

porosity increases for GFC due to the higher space between glass fiber and the presence 

of stitching compared with CFC. This behavior is also reproduced for both hybrids, which 

indicates that the presence of glass fiber decreases void content and increases the 

frequency of medium and larger porosity. 

 

Figure 7. Distribution of void diameters for: a) CFC, b) GFC, c) H-S1, and d) H-S2 samples. 

 

3.4. Void distribution: response surface 

Carbon/glass hybrid composites have innumerous stacking possibilities, in addition 

to high number of combinations of glass and carbon fiber ratios. In order to ensure the 

minimum experimental number of processed laminates, the sequences that guarantee the 

maximum and minimum amount of hybrid interfaces are here used. Then, the 
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measurement of the intermediate behavior of each stacking sequence is only possible 

using a statistical approach. According to Taguchi statistical method [24,29,37,38], the 

use of 3 cases is enough to measure the intermediate behavior of the analyzes with a high-

reliability level. 

This section presents the tendency of void characterization, content, and morphology 

for all laminates in study. For this purpose, the RSM (Eq. (3)) is to predict the trend of 

void formation between explanatory variables, in which the error is described in terms of 

an equation after each RSM herein presented. As a matter of fact, this method is used to 

predict void formation and morphology behavior with different reinforcement fractions 

for an appropriate reinforcement ratio application (carbon/glass), aiming to control 

porosity characteristics (content, position, and morphology). According to Monticeli et 

al. [24], the use of higher and lower levels of each parameter is the minimum requirement 

for RSM application. However, the addition of intermediate levels ensures a smaller error 

analysis, shown in each RSM equation. In addition, experimental values represented by 

black dots, evidenced in all RSM graphics, represents the experimental points that control 

and determine the RSM behavior. The great advantage of this application is the reduction 

of the experimental number required to void formation tendency in different hybrid 

laminates ratio [23]. 

Figure 8 depicts the diameter frequency (Df) versus carbon/glass fiber ratios (Rf). The 

Df value is the frequency response of each specific diameter (y-axis), considering the ratio 

between the glass/carbon fiber ratio (x-axis), in which Equations (6-7) show the equations 

that describe the surface response for Figure 8(a,b), respectively. Both hybrid laminates 

show a similar relation in diameter distribution, in which the highest frequency is 

observed in small diameters for CFC. Once glass fiber is added, this distribution becomes 

more homogeneous for the other diameter frequency (including medium and larger 

ranges). This analysis shows an error lower than 5%. 
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Figure 8. RSM diameter frequency versus carbon fiber (bottom axis) and glass fiber (upper 

axis) ratio variation: a) interleaved stacking sequence and b) glass fiber concentrated in the 

middle. 

𝐷𝑓 (%) = 19.1 − 16.9𝑅𝑓 + 0.8𝐷𝑠 − 34.1𝑅𝑓
2 + 0.2𝐷𝑠

2 − 3.5𝑅𝑓𝐷𝑠 + 0.0343 (6) 

𝐷𝑓 (%) = 18.6 − 17.5𝑅𝑓 + 0.8𝐷𝑠 − 31.1𝑅𝑓
2 + 1.9𝐷𝑠

2 − 3.5𝑅𝑓𝐷𝑠 + 0.0467 (7) 

 

In the view of laminate length (L), Figure 9 presents the variation of carbon/glass fiber 

ratio on the void content along the laminate length. Equations (8-9) show the formulas to 

reproduce Figure 9(a,b) results. CFC presents the lowest permeability and highest 

porosity variation, which means that it is more difficult to impregnate the entire laminate, 

due to the higher resistance to the flow path. GFC presents a linear impregnation and low 

void content along the whole composite, which indicates that the addition of glass fiber 

into carbon fiber reduces porosity deviation and content. 

Figure 9a shows the interleaved void formation along the laminate length. Only 

laminates with the glass ratio content of 50% result in homogenized pore distribution 

along the laminate length. For values greater than 50% of carbon fiber content, it 

maintains a high resistance and increases the pore fraction, mainly at the laminate edges. 

Likewise, the concentration of glass fiber in the middle of the composite (Figure 9b) 

decreases porosity formation. Using a ratio of 75% carbon fiber and 25% of glass fiber 

tends to result in the same behavior compared to the 50/50 carbon/glass composite. For 

the second stacking sequence (H-S2 - Figure 9b), lower addition of glass fiber is required 

for an exponential decrease of porosity, as well as a more homogeneous distribution 

throughout the laminate length with low glass fiber ratio content. 
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Figure 9. RSM laminate length versus carbon fiber (bottom axis) and glass fiber (upper axis) 

ratio variation: a) interleaved stacking sequence and b) glass fiber concentrated in the middle. 

𝑉𝐶  (%) = 2.6 + 0.4𝑅𝑓 + 1.4𝐿 + 0.01𝑅𝑓
2 − 0.7𝐿2 + 0.5𝑅𝑓𝐿 + 0.0886 (8) 

𝑉𝐶  (%) = 2.3 + 0.3𝑅𝑓 + 1.4𝐿 − 0.1𝑅𝑓
2 + 0.09𝐿2 + 0.5𝑅𝑓𝐿 + 0.0621 (9) 

 

Figure 10 presents the variation in porosity varying the carbon/glass fiber ratio 

through-thickness. Equations (10-11) show the equations that describe the RSM plot 

shown in Figure 10(a,b), respectively. Interleaved hybrid laminate (Figure 10a) has a 

constant variation of void through-thickness, attributed to the impregnation properties of 

each fabric. This variability in void formation is related to an uneven impregnation flow, 

which is a result of the similarity void formation with CFC. Besides, the second stacking 

sequence (H-S2 – Figure 10b) also shows a variation through-thickness (according to 

each fabric proportion and position). However, the presence of glass fiber in the middle 

keeps a low fraction of porosity (in the middle) and decreases void formation in carbon 

preform, in which a considerable reduction of porosity is observed from 25% of glass 

fiber addition, and also reduces pores in the carbon fiber (positioned in upper and bottom 

surfaces). The results show an error lower than 10%, evidenced in each equation. The 

error is lower for void fraction regarding morphology analysis since this analysis shows 

lower variation for each reinforcement type. 

Such behavior is reported in the study performed by Calado et al. [37], in which during 

a linear impregnation flow though fabrics with different characteristics (Figure 11a), a 

secondary flow in the thickness direction is reported. This new direction of impregnation 

guarantees a better wetting of the reinforcement with worse permeability (Figure 11b). 

This results in less pore formation across the plate (length and thickness). As a matter of 

fact, the H-S2 sample ensures better porosity control to laminate length and thickness, 

and this behavior tends to be kept with less glass fiber ratio content. 
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Figure 10. RSM laminate thickness versus carbon fiber (bottom axis) and glass fiber (upper 

axis) ratios: a) interleaved stacking sequence and b) glass fiber concentrated in the middle. 

𝑉𝐶  (%) = 2.1 − 0.3𝑅𝑓 + 1.7𝑡 + 0.9𝑅𝑓
2 − 0.8𝑡2 + 0.4𝑅𝑓𝑡 + 0.0873 (10) 

𝑉𝐶  (%) = 1.8 − 0.3𝑅𝑓 + 1.7𝑡 + 3.5𝑅𝑓
2 + 0.3𝑡2 + 0.8𝑅𝑓𝑡 + 0.0518 (11) 

 

 

Figure 11. Second thickness flow direction with two reinforcement: a) initial impregnation and 

b) second flow behavior. 

 

4.  Conclusions 

In this study, the importance of 3D characterization of voids in composite laminates 

via statistical approaches is presented. Three-dimensional analysis of voids allows 

identifying important features of void morphology, which is not possible by a 2D 

approach. The void content, location, and morphology are analyzed by a profound 

statistical approach, including Weibull, normal distribution, and ANOVA approaches. 

Permeability tests have shown that carbon fiber has more tortuosity compared to glass 

fibers, which hinders flow impregnation. The inclusion of glass fibers at different 

positions in the hybrid composite changes permeability and, consequently, reflecting 

directly on void size, shape, and distribution. The high level of void deviation generated 

the need to apply statistical tools, which confirms and quantifies that the reinforcement 

used influences the void formation. 
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Normal distribution and ANOVA methods treat the void variance, and the main 

results show a balanced void distribution for glass fiber composite, i.e., larger spaces 

among glass fibers in comparison to carbon fibers facilitate resin impregnation. It is a 

feasible solution to reduce void content. Weibull method confirms that void deviation is 

higher for carbon fiber composite due to a higher variation of the results. Furthermore, 

the interleaved composite follows the carbon fiber composite regarding porosity shape 

(circular), and higher porosity diameter and shape (elliptical or cylindrical) are 

predominant for glass fiber and the hybrid with glass fiber in the middle, mainly found in 

intra-tow and fiber stitching. Concluding, the addition of glass fiber decreases void 

content and increase porosity shape size for hybrid laminates. 

The void distribution by surface response confirms that low ratio of glass fiber fabric 

decreases void content, homogenized porosity distribution along laminate length and 

thickness, due to a second thickness flow, mainly for the second hybrid stacking sequence 

(H-S2 – glass fiber preforms located in the middle of the laminate). The void content 

tendency performed is a feasible method to determine the appropriated carbon/glass fiber 

preform ratio and stacking sequence to determine void content aiming the balance of 

material cost and laminate impregnation quality.  
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